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Donald Winnicott   1950- 1970

Object             Subject



False Self  - True Self

• False self –
is an adaptive behavior (of the 
subject) as expected from 
environment (object). 
It enables normal functioning 
but not necessarily true self 
actualization and happiness.

• True Self –
is the ability to connect to one 
self's  authentic needs  & 
desires and individuate 
accordingly. 



The destruction of the Object

In the normal developmental process 
between the primer developmental stage of 

Using the Object (functional position) 
to the expected mature position of 

Relating to the Object 
(seeing and respecting the other's needs), there 

must be a transitional position of the Destructing 
the Object.



The destruction of the Object

The subject's trials to check the parent's sustainability to 
overcome testing of borders and limits. 

If parent responses to child's provocation with tolerance 
the child will eventually develop the mature position of 

Relatedness.



• Good enough mother -
Is the ability of a parent to supply the child with both 
physical , emotional and psychological needs through 
attunement.

• Ego Relatedness – is the ability of the parent to be 
nearby the child, attune to his/her needs, and create 
extended ego which grants the child eventually with 
the ability to be by his own.



There's no such a thing "A baby" , 
but rather "A maternal environment" 

created through "Mirroring"



Potential Space

Is that playfulness experience 
where parent and child dwell in 

"twilight" mood = Reverie. 
This state enables trial and error experience 

and enables the child create his/her true self.



Transitional Object
Is an object out in reality which 
had been chosen by baby to 
symbolize the mother while 

absent. Child may play or 
destruct it, it must not be 

modified only by the child, it 
must have the potential to 

survive child's rage, we think it 
is external object however the 
child percepts it as an internal 

projection which eventually 
will fade away. 



“It is in playing and only in playing 
that the individual child or adult is able 
to be creative and to use the whole personality, 
and it is only in being creative 
that the individual discovers the self.”

D.W. Winnicott, Playing and Reality



“What is a normal child like? Does he just eat and grow and 

smile sweetly? No, that is not what he is like. The normal child, 

if he has confidence in mother and father, pulls out all the 

stops. 

In the course of time, he tries out his power to disrupt, 

to destroy, to frighten, to wear down, to waste, to wangle, 

and to appropriate . . ..”

D.W. Winnicott



“I would rather be the child of a mother 
who has all the inner conflicts of the human being 
than be mothered by someone for whom all is easy 
and smooth, who knows all the answers, 
and is a stranger to doubt.“

Read more at 
http://quotes.dictionary.com/a
uthor/D.W.+Winnicott?page=1
#fTsUehqK4FHuwzds.99`

D.W. Winnicott
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Melanie Klein - Schizo Paranoid Position

• Paranoid

• Defensive

• Split

• Competitive

• Concrete



Melanie Klein - Depressive Position

• Depressive

• Compromise

• Collaborative

• Symbolism

• Acceptance

• Relativity



Ogden - Primitive Edge of Experience

• Molding and shaping of boundaries

• Sensuality

• Experience

• Primer







H. Kohut
• Empathy -

Is the capacity to think and feel oneself into the inner life 
of another. It is our ability to experience, to an extent, 
what another person is experiencing. 

• Empathy is the nature of the early mother-child 
relationship. 

• In therapy, it is a fundamental, and essential observational 
technique which the therapist must possess in order to 
obtain psychological data about the patient. 

• It is a basic component in helping the patient restore his 
disintegrated  self, and it is  achieved by the therapist's 
efforts to move out from him/herself with warmth, and 
sympathize with the patient's attitude, position or feeling.



1. The therapist is seen locating him/herself nearby the ego 

boundaries of the patient: his/her  position and body posture 

reminiscent of a parental image observing, guarding, 

and assisting the patient.

2. The therapist imitates or follows the patient's artistic gestures 

in order to further understand the meaning or intention of his 

patient.

We  may therefore identify empathy in 
Intermodal Expressive Therapy 

when some of the following conditions exist:



3. The therapist joins in the patient's experience, with closed eyes

in order to eliminate external interruptions and increase his 

attunement to the patient's rhythm, movement, lines...

4. The therapist conveys his understanding and participation to the 

patient by his harmonic use of sound, gesture, and color.

We  may therefore identify empathy in 
Intermodal Expressive Therapy 

when some of the following conditions exist:



5. The therapist tries to reconstruct, follow the stages, 

and learn the technique and chronology of the artistic product 

from the patient.

By this he/she can achieve real understanding of the process 

which the patient has gone through.

We  may therefore identify empathy in 
Intermodal Expressive Therapy 

when some of the following conditions exist:





• A fundamental factor in self-selfobject relationship. 

• In psychotherapy, the patient needs feedback from the

therapist in a reflective, echo-like, approving manner. 

• This can be achieved by  glance, touch and attention.

Mirroring 



We may therefore identify mirroring 

in Intermodal Expressive Therapy, 

when the therapist, or the group, joins a patient 

in an imitative form, duplicating the activity, 

thus facilitating his/her transformation by means 

of a positive message 

through nonverbal communication. 





The self is bipolar and the counterpart pole to the idealized self 

is the grandiose exhibitionistic self. 

It is based on a fundamental need, from early childhood on, 

to be admired. 

In its positive aspect, it is the intrinsic motivation for self 

growth, expressivity and assertive goals; 

In its negative aspect, it causes pseudology which is  the 

content of lies.

Grandiose Exhibitionistic Self



We may therefore identify the grandiose exhibitionistic 
self in Intermodal Expressive Therapy when: 

patients engage in artistic acts characterized by: 

1. Vast size, strong colors, expansive movements, loud voices 
accompanied by facial expressions of happiness and 
satisfaction. The crucial issue here, is that these are new 
authentic acts as opposed to their former inhibited behavior 
or production. 

2. The artistic product may also present a creative “optimal
operative perversity”: that is, a provocative idea, style, or
behavior.





This is the baby's parental-image intrapsychic perception.

If the parent-image provides the baby with optimal 

psychological conditions (admiration and limited 

frustration), a cohesive nuclear self can  emerge. 

Selfobject is fantasy and  a lifetime necessity. 

Selfobject can be a surrogate or substitute object. 

Selfobject



1. Patients treat their artistic product as their newborn creature
and naturally take over the role of selfobject to the
personified artistic production.

2. At first patients perceive their artistic work as unfamiliar and
incomprehensible, but the more preoccupied with it they
become, the more this work stimulates them and functions
as selfobject for them.

3. The therapist observes the patient's artistic self, showing

curiosity, interest and involvement, thereby allowing the
artistic product to function for him/her as selfobject.

We may therefore identify Selfobject
in Expressive Therapy when:




